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I. Title of the Practice: Prayer Assembly 

1. Objectives:  

The prayer assembly in the college is meant for participation, all-round development, overcome stage 
fear, unity, peace, love, sense of God and spirituality, opportunity for learning and beginning the day.  

2. Context:  

Prayer assembly refers to a group of students and teacher gathering before starting the learning and 
teaching works in schools or colleges in which some prayers, pledges, national anthem etc are formally 
are sung. Any type of information is told by the principal in the prayer assembly itself. Prayer assembly is 
right time to make everyone aware of school or college related information, orders and instructions. If the 
students are awarded for their achievements then the prayer assembly is appropriate for these also. The 
prayer meeting boosts the morale of the students and teachers. At this time, the teachers and students get 
inspiration. The college starts with the prayer assembly which motivates towards community 
participation.  

3. The Practice: 

• Every day the class days began with the prayer assembly from 8.30 A.M. to 9.00 A.M.    

• All the teacher trainees gathered together for prayer assembly. 

• Every group became responsible for conducting prayer assembly and regularized themselves for 
prayer assembly.  

• The prayer assembly every day during class days began with the prayer assembly. 

• The main aspects of prayer assembly were physical exercise, thought for the day, news reading, 
do you know questions, and a skit. Along with that one of the teacher educators gave feedback about the 
conduct of prayer assembly. Then the principal gave some information and instruction. Lastly the anthem 
was song and the prayer assembly got over.  

4. Evidence of Success:  

• The teacher students overcame stage fear. By performing skits, reading news, asking do you 
know questions, leading physical exercise, giving thought for the day, leading the prayer they developed 
their personality and leaned a lot by getting feedback during the prayer assembly from the teacher 
educators. 

• They understood the importance of prayer assembly. 



• They became regular for prayer assembly.  

• The principal of the college gave some information and instruction every day before starting the  

5. Problems Faced and Resources Required:  

A few teacher trainees got late for the prayer assembly. Those who came late for the assembly, they had 
to go to the principal for chit. The principal instructed them to come in time for the prayer assembly. 
Sometime the prayer assembly was conducted without much preparation. A teacher educator assigned for 
the feedback gave remarks about it and asked them to come prepared. 

II. Title of Practice: Daily Reflection Writing  

1. Objective:  

• To inculcate in the mind of the teacher trainees the sense of reflection. 

• To promote the teacher trainees for higher order of learning 

• To have introspection and realization. 

• To make the teacher trainees reflective persons.  

• To have concentration of mind and heart and get evaluation of the experiences and learning 

• To enable the teacher trainees to articulate their thoughts and experiences.  

2. Context:  

In life there is need of time for reflection about oneself. Everybody is busy in day to day activities. In that 
situation if he or she spares time for reflection about mental disposition, it would be helpful for the shape 
the future life. The teachers of today require some deep refection about the future of the students, whom 
they are teaching.  

3. Practice: 

During class days, every day the reflection writing was done from 2.50 P.M. to 3.30 P.M. and while the 
reflection time all the teacher trainees kept silence. Every student teacher has got a copy for reflection 
writing. They write their own experiences of the day and also express their learning outcomes of the day. 
They also write down their mental disposition during the and specially during the class hour.  

4. Evidence of success: 

The teacher students got habituated to write journal and through this process they began to think and 
reflect. They got the habit of writing of ideas, thoughts and experiences which can be read out even later 
on. This practice made the teacher students reflective teachers.  

5. Problems faced and resources required: 



• Some of the students wrote their journals without having much reflection and refection writing 
became just routine work. Every day the refection copy was observed and signed by the teacher educators 
so if it was the case the teacher educators personally met them to bring some improvement in their 
reflection writing.  

• Sometimes silence was not maintained properly during the reflection writing. The class 
coordinators or the principal himself walked around the classroom during the reflection writing time. 


